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Abstract. Investigations of spatial statistics, computed from lattice data in the plane,
can lead to a special lattice point counting problem. The statistical goal is to expand
the asymptotic expectation or large-sample bias of certain spatial covariance estimators,
where this bias typically depends on the shape of a spatial sampling region. In particular,
such bias expansions often require approximating a difference between two lattice point
counts, where the counts correspond to a set of increasing domain (i.e., the sampling
region) and an intersection of this set with a vector translate of itself. Non-trivially,
the approximation error needs to be of smaller order than the spatial region’s perimeter
length. For all convex regions in 2-dimensional Euclidean space and certain unions of
convex sets, we show that a difference in areas can approximate a difference in lattice
point counts to this required accuracy, even though area can poorly measure the lattice
point count of any single set involved in the difference. When investigating large-sample
properties of spatial estimators, this approximation result facilitates direct calculation of
limiting bias, because, unlike counts, differences in areas are often tractable to compute
even with non-rectangular regions. We illustrate the counting approximations with two
statistical examples.
Keywords. Area approximations; convex sets; increasing domain; infill sampling;
lattice data; spatial processes; spatial covariance.

1. Introduction
Statistics computed from R2 -spatial data often have biases which depend heavily on the
geometry of a spatial sampling region. To investigate the bias and other expectation properties of such spatial statistics in large samples, a common framework supposes that points
on the integer lattice Z2 indicate the locations of observations within a R2 -sampling region
which grows in size to allow increasingly more observations to be sampled. In this setting,
asymptotic expressions for bias can require computing differenced lattice point counts (or,
in fact, limits of these) over regions increasing in domain. A complicating factor is that
the number of integers inside an expanding R2 -region is generally difficult to determine.
On the other hand, a region’s area is often much more tractable to compute directly. This
leads to the question of how adequately areas can approximate lattice point counts when
studying the asymptotic bias of spatial statistics. Nordman and Lahiri [20] illustrated
such approximations in calculating the bias of a spatial subsampling method for variance
estimation, though no formal justification for these ‘area-for-count’ approximations was
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given. Our goal here is to describe and illustrate the general counting problem of interest for spatial lattice data in R2 (collected on expanding regions) and to rigorously justify
the approximation of lattice point counts with areas in a manner useful for explicitly
determining the limiting bias of certain spatial statistics, such as covariance estimators.
To formulate the lattice point counting problem, we consider a common sampling
framework in spatial statistics [20,26]. Suppose D is a subset of R2 with non-empty interior serving as a ‘template’, b > 1 is a positive enlargement factor, and a region Db = bD
is obtained by ‘inflating’ the template D by b. We treat Db ⊂ R2 as a spatial sampling
region and suppose that spatial observations are positioned at integer Z2 points inside Db .
Then, the region’s area |Db | and spatial sample size #Z2 ∩ Db increase as b → ∞ in
a so-called ‘increasing domain’ asymptotic framework for studying spatial statistics [4],
where we let #B denote the cardinality of a finite set B and |B| denote the Lebesgue area
of an uncountable (measurable) set B. As will be more carefully illustrated in §2, bias
expansions for sample covariances on Z2 ∩ Db often require subtracted counts
#Z2 ∩ Db − #Z2 ∩ Db ∩ (Db + k),

k = (k1 , k2 ) ∈ Z2 ,

(1)

corresponding to an expanding region and an intersection of this region with an integer
translate of itself. Specifically, a quantity of interest for studying large-sample bias is the
scaled limiting difference
#Z2 ∩ Db − #Z2 ∩ Db ∩ (Db + k)
,
b→∞
b

L(k) = lim

k ∈ Z2 ,

(2)

provided this limit exists. The divisor b above corresponds to the typical order of the
perimeter length of Db . The challenge is determining (2) explicitly for all possible values
of k ∈ Z2 for use in large-sample bias expansions.
As a region’s area is often easier to determine than its lattice point count, we use differenced areas |Db | − |Db ∩ (Db + k)| to approximate the corresponding differenced counts
(1) required in (2), but caution is needed to justify this approach. To determine the limit
(2), the complication is that the error in approximating (1) with areas must be of smaller
order than the usual perimeter length O(b) of the sampling region Db or number of lattice
points near the boundary of Db . That is, we require a side-condition that
the error in approximating (1) with |Db | − |Db ∩ (Db + k)| satisfies o(b), (3)
for any fixed k ∈ Z2 as b → ∞. This makes the approximation problem non-trivial.
When considering an inflated region Db , the discrepancy between the region’s lattice point
count #Z2 ∩ Db and area |Db | is often exactly of order O(b) due to contributions from
straight line boundary components (Lemma 2.1.1, Theorem 2.3.3 of [13]; Theorem 1.7 of
[15]). For example, Pick’s formula [21] states that if Db is based on a convex polygonal
template D ⊂ R2 with vertices defined by integer coordinates, then the discrepancy is
#Z2 ∩ Db − |Db | = 1 +

b
· #Z2 ∩ ∂ D,
2

where ∂ D denotes the boundary of D, so that the error in approximating a count #Z2 ∩ Db
with area is exactly O(b) in this case. However, even for these regions, the results to
follow show that (3) still holds when approximating differenced counts in bias expansions.
The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. We conclude this section with a
brief survey of mathematical literature in approximating lattice point counts. Section 2
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provides some simple examples to explain how such differenced counts, like (1) and (2),
may arise in large-sample bias expansions of spatial statistics. Section 3 describes the
main ‘area-for-count’ approximation results, which validate the approximation of differenced counts with differenced areas for any regions Db = bD ⊂ R2 defined by a convex
template D ⊂ R2 . These approximation results show, for instance, that L(k) = k in (2)
if the template D is a unit circle and L(k) = max{|k1 |, |k2 |} if D has a diamond shape (see
figure 1 in §2). The results of §3 are then applied in §4 to determine limiting expectations
in two statistical examples, which provide concrete motivation and application of the bias
expansions here and also aim to illustrate how the geometry of a spatial sampling region
Db influences large-sample bias when Db is non-rectangular. In contrast, related asymptotic studies of spatial statistics for lattice data have often focused on rectangular sampling
regions Db = bD for D = (0, 1 ] × (0, 2 ], integer b, 1 , 2 ≥ 1; see [10] for spectral
mean estimation, [22] for spatial subsampling, and [8] for variograms. (With such rectangular regions, the lattice point
counts

 required in (1) are rather
 trivial to obtain because
#Z2 ∩ Db − #Z2 ∩ Db ∩ Db + k = |Db | − |Db ∩ Db + k | holds exactly along with



b1 |k2 |+b2 |k1 |−1 2 |k1 k2 |, if |ki | ≤ bi , i = 1, 2
|Db | − |Db ∩ Db +k | =
b2 1 2 ,
otherwise
so that L(k) = 1 |k2 |+2 |k1 |, k = (k1 , k2 ) ∈ Z2 is simple to determine in (2).) Section 5
provides some concluding remarks and describes potential extensions of the approximation problem to higher sampling dimensions Rd , d ≥ 3. Proofs of the main results are
given in §6.
A great amount of literature exists in number theory and enumerative combinatorics
concerning lattice point counting and volume approximations; for example, see historical
references in [2,13]. Traditionally, lattice point counting in the plane R2 has considered
the size (b) = #Z2 ∩ Db − |Db | of the discrepancy, when the template set D is prescribed by the inside of a curve. In this case, the search for the best possible estimates
of the remainder (b) is known as the ‘O-problem’ in number theory [15]. Usually the
curves considered are sufficiently smoothly winding and estimation tools for exponential
sums are applied (see Chapter 2 of [13]) where better approximations of exponential sums
often lead to sharper ‘O-estimates’. For example, for convex sets with a smooth border,
van der Corput’s [29] bound on the remainder (b) is O(b46/69+ ), while an improved
bound, based on more recent analytic methods for exponential sums is O(b46/73+ ) for
appropriately smooth curves [12]. For inflated polytopes Db ⊂ Rd , d ≥ 1 (usually
with vertices defined by rational coordinates), there are formulae for directly computing
lattice point counts, based on Ehrhart quasi-polynomials [7,18] and generating functions [28] for example, as well as algorithmic theory and methods for determining these
counts (cf. [1,2,6,5,17] and references therein). In considering the present approximation
problem (1) with general convex sets of increasing domain and self-intersections with
translates, none of the work mentioned above is directly or generally applicable, which
led us to consider results in §3 for directly determining (2) from areas.

2. Initial examples of differenced counts/bias expansions
Before presenting the approximation results of §3 or the statistical examples of §4, it is
helpful to illustrate how such counting expansions arise with some simple statistics of
spatial lattice data. In particular, many spatial measures of association involve statistics
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computed from averages of observations at different spatial lags (or cross-products of
these), such as sample covariances, sample variograms, black–white join-count statistics
and unnormalized forms of Moran’s I statistic (cf. Chapter 2 of [3]). The examples below
and in §4 fit this basic mold.
Consider a sampling region Db = bD ⊂ R2 from §1 along with a collection {Ys : s ∈
2
Z } of stationary, mean-zero real-valued random variables on the lattice with covariances
c(k) = Cov(Ys , Ys+k ) = E(Ys Ys+k ), k, s ∈ Z2 , where E denotes the expected value. The
available data are {Ys : s ∈ Z2 ∩ Db } (sampled at integer points inside Db ) and we let
Nb = #Z2 ∩ Db denote the sample size. Fix a lag k ∈ Z2 and consider estimating the
covariance c(k) with a sample covariance
ĉ(k) =

1
Nb



Ys Ys+k ,

s∈Z2 ∩Db ∩(Db −k)

where the sum is taken over locations s ∈ Z2 ∩ Db whose translate by k lies in Db
(implying s ∈ Db − k). Then, the bias in estimating c(k) is given by the expected
difference


c(k)  2
#Z ∩ Db − #Z2 ∩ Db ∩ (Db + k) ,
(4)
E ĉ(k) − c(k) = −
Nb
using #Z2 ∩ Db ∩ (Db + k) = #Z2 ∩ Db ∩ (Db − k) and Nb = #Z2 ∩ Db . If the
template D is convex (or a finite union of convex sets), then the number of integer cubes
i + [0, 1]2 , i ∈ Z2 , intersecting the boundary of Db is of smaller order O(b) than the
totality of observations Nb in Db so that Nb /|Db | = Nb /[b2 |D|] → 1 holds as b → ∞.
Substituting b2 |D| for Nb in (4) and if the limit (2) can be found, we can obtain a very
explicit expansion for the main bias component of the sample covariance as b → ∞ (i.e.,
in large-samples),


L(k) 1
+ o b−1 ,
E ĉ(k) − c(k) = −c(k)
|D| b

(5)

where, as mentioned in §1, the geometry of the template D determines L(k) from (2).
Figure 1 demonstrates values of L(k) for several template D shapes, which were computed by substituting areas in (2) as justified by results in §3. While it is simplistic,
this example shows that the count difference (1) and scaled limiting difference (2) enter
into the expression for bias (4) and the limiting approximation (5). Since (1) and (2) are

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. Examples of R2 -templates D outlined by solid lines and associated bias
constants L(k) from (2). For k = (k1 , k2 ) ∈ Z2 , vector norms are k ∞ =
max{|k1 |, |k2 |}, k = (|k1 |2 + |k2 |2 )1/2 and k 1 = |k1 | + |k2 |.
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difficult to obtain, approximating these quantities by differences in area (3) is of practical
importance.
Another more ambitious bias expansion is as follows. Considering the same spatial
sampling framework with convex template D and mean-zero stationary process, suppose the covariances satisfy a weak dependence condition
k∈Z2 |c(k)| < ∞. Let
Ȳb = s∈Z2 ∩Db Ys /Nb denote the spatial sample mean with Nb = #Z2 ∩ Db , which has
2
2 ≡ lim
limiting variance given by σ∞
b→∞ Nb E(Ȳb ) =
k∈Z2 c(k). Then, the expected
2
2
difference between Nb Ȳb and σ∞ (i.e., difference between finite sample and limiting
variances) is given by
1 
2
2
=
{#Z2 ∩ Db ∩ (Db + k)}c(k) − σ∞
Nb E(Ȳb2 ) − σ∞
Nb
2
k∈Z

 {#Z2 ∩ Db − #Z2 ∩ Db ∩ (Db + k)c(k)}
= −
Nb
2
k∈Z

1  L(k)c(k)
+ o(b−1 );
= −
b
|D|
2

(6)

k∈Z

the last step follows from the limits (2) and Nb /[b2 |D|] → 1 as b → ∞ along with the
dominated convergence theorem (DCT) to justify the change to pointwise limits along the
entire summation. (The DCT uses covariance summability and the fact that, for convex
regions, the count difference (1) is bounded by Cb for some C > 0 independent of k ∈
Z2 and b > 1.) ‘Area-for-count’ approximations then allow the main coefficient L ≡
− k∈Z2 L(k)c(k)/|D| in the large-sample bias expression (6) to be explicitly computed
(i.e., determine L(k) in (2) by substituting areas), where the sampling region’s geometry is
again reflected in the coefficients L(k) (e.g. figure 1). We also may view (6) as the spatial
extension of a well-known result from time series (cf. Corollary 6.1.1.2 of [9]), which
b
X i /b of a stationary, real-valued
expands the variance of the sample mean X̄ b = i=1
time stretch X 1 , . . . , X b (integer b ≥ 1) as


b Var( X̄ b ) −
c X (k) = b−1
{(b − |k|) − b}c X (k)
k∈Z

k∈Z

⎛

+O ⎝b−1
= −b−1





⎞
|k||c X (k)|⎠

|k|≥b

|k|c X (k) + o b−1 ,

k∈Z

assuming covariances c X (k) = Cov(X 0 , X k ), k ∈ Z satisfy ∞
k=1 k|c X (k)| < ∞; this
derivation for time series requires subtracting two simple lattice point counts #Z ∩
(0, b] = b and #Z ∩ (0, b] ∩ ((0, b] + k) = b − |k| for |k| ≤ b, over an interval (0, b]
(i.e., the time series counterpart of the spatial sampling region Db ⊂ R2 ). Because the
spatial expansion in (6) involved considering differenced lattice point counts (and their
limits upon scaling by b−1 ) at many lags k ∈ Z2 simultaneously, this provides a second
prototypical example of how such counts can be encountered in limiting biases of
spatial statistics and where approximations would again be useful. Section 4 presents
further examples of bias/expectation expansions to motivate their use in more concrete
statistical settings, with one example illustrating the use of the main coefficient in (6).
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3. Main results on approximating differenced counts in R2
For k ∈ Z2 and a region Db = bD ⊂ R2 with b > 0, define the (signed) error
(Db , k) ≡ {#Z2 ∩ Db − #Z2 ∩ Db ∩ (Db + k)}
− {|Db | − |Db ∩ (Db + k)|}
from approximating the difference of lattice point counts (1) with a difference in areas.
Recall from (3) that, for large-sample bias expansions, we require the error (Db , k) to
be o(b) as b → ∞ for any fixed k ∈ Z2 . Theorem 3.1 below shows that this indeed holds
for the class of all convex regions Db ⊂ R2 . Interestingly, the individual approximation
errors with either ‘#Z2 ∩ Db − |Db |’ or ‘#Z2 ∩ Db ∩ (Db + k) − |Db ∩ (Db + k)|’ can be
of exact order O(b) for many convex regions Db but, upon subtraction, these will cancel
to the extent that (Db , k) = o(b) holds.
Theorem 3.1. Let k ∈ Z2 and suppose that D ⊂ R2 is a closed convex domain with
non-empty interior and Db = bD for b > 0. Then, the error in approximating (1) with
|Db | − |Db ∩ (Db + k)| is bounded as




(7)
(Db , k) ≤ C k ,
for a constant C ∈ (1, ∞) depending on the template D, but not on b > 0 or k ∈ Z2 .
Remark 1. Theorem 3.1 also remains valid if points on the boundary of D are arbitrarily
excluded; statistically, this allows for missing observations at the boundaries.
As a small numerical illustration, consider a region Db = bD formed by the unit circle
D = {x ∈ R2 : x ≤ 1} as a template. For a given k ∈ Z2 , we approximate the scaled
difference in counts b−1 [#Z2 ∩ Db − #Z2 ∩ Db ∩ (Db + k)] (cf. (2), (4), or (6)) with areas
determined as




k
k
|Db | − |Db ∩ (Db + k)|
= bπ − 2b arccos
+ b sin
(8)
b
2b
b
for the circle, which produces an error (Db , k)/b. As b → ∞ with fixed k ∈ R, it
can be checked that (8) has a limit k while Theorem 3.1 implies (Db , k)/b = o(1),
so that these together provide an exact form for the limit L(k) = limb→∞ b−1 [#Z2 ∩
Db − #Z2 ∩ Db ∩ (Db + k)] = k as desired in (2). Theorem 3.1 was similarly applied
to determine similar limits L(k) from (2) with other templates D in figures 1(a)–(c).
While limits are our main interest here, figure 2 displays a box plot of relative errors
{(Db , k)/[bL(k)] : k ∈ Z2 , k ≤ 10}, with one box plot for each circular region Db ,
b = 10, . . . ,100, to show the finite-sample errors from the approximation (8) at all lags
k ∈ Z2 , k ≤ 10 (i.e., the errors (Db , k)/b relative to the limit L(k) = k ); these
errors, in accordance with Theorem 3.1, converge to zero as b grows.
As shown in Theorem 3.2 below, similar approximation results are also possible for
non-convex regions Db = bD, with templates D representable as a finite union of convex
sets. Specifically, we consider D = S1 ∪ S2 formed by the union of two convex sets S1 , S2
with boundaries that are finitely intersecting. Area approximations are analogously possible for larger unions of convex sets which have finitely many border points in common,
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Figure 2. For each region Db = bD, with D as the unit circle and b = 10, . . . , 100,
a box plot displays the collection of relative approximation errors (Db , k)/(b k )
for all lags k ∈ Z2 , k ≤ 10 (i.e., there is one box plot per region defined by b).

but considering the union of two sets keeps the proof of Theorem 3.2 relatively simple.
Write ∂ B to denote the boundary of a set B ⊂ R2 .
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that Db = bD for D = S1 ∪ S2 ; Si ⊂ R2 is a closed convex
domain, i = 1, 2; S3 = S1 ∩ S2 has a nonempty interior; and ∂ S1 ∩ ∂ S2 is ﬁnite. For
some C > 0 (depending on D but not on b > 0 or k ∈ Z2 ), the error in approximating
(1) with |Db | − |Db ∩ (Db + k)| is bounded by |(Db , k)| ≤ C k 2 and

 

 |Db | − |Db ∩ (Db + k)| − A1,b (k) + A2,b (k) − A3,b (k)  ≤ C k 2 ,
where A j,b (k) = |bS j | − |bS j ∩ (bS j + k)|, j = 1, 2, 3.
Remark 2. In place of |Db | − |Db ∩ (Db + k)|, Theorem 3.2 also gives a computationally
simpler estimate A1,b (k) + A2,b (k) − A3,b (k) of the count difference (1) involving three
separately computed area differences A j,b (k) over convex sets bS j , j = 1, 2, 3. This was
applied to determine the quantity (2) in figure 1(d) in a simple fashion, as Theorem 3.2
shows that (3) holds for any fixed k ∈ Z2 . Given Theorem 3.1 and the fact that S1 , S2 and
S3 are convex, the key to establishing Theorem 3.2 is bounding the area and lattice point
count of b(S j \ S3− j ) ∩ (b(S3− j \ S j ) + k), j = 1, 2 by C k 2 ; these are R2 -points, not
common to either set, which move from bS j to bS3− j upon translation by k for j = 1, 2.
This bound follows from the assumption that S1 , S2 share finitely many common border
points.
Under stronger conditions on the template D, tighter bounds on the approximation
errors in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 may also be possible. If, for example, the boundary of D is
a smooth curve with finite radius of curvature, then certain boundary contributions (e.g.,
B1 and B3 from the proof in §6) to the discrepancy (Db , k) could possibly be estimated
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with exponential sum techniques to improve the bound in Theorem 3.1 (cf. Ch. 8 of [13]).
The improvement of the bounds presents a more complicated problem and is not of direct
interest for the asymptotic bias expansions which require validating (3).
4. Examples and applications
Here we illustrate two asymptotic investigations of spatial statistics, which involve differenced lattice point counts and the approximation results from §3. Section 4.1 addresses
spatial subsampling variance estimators with spatial lattice data collected in an ‘increasing domain asymptotic’ structure (i.e., our standard formulation of sampling regions in
this paper). Section 4.2 considers a problem with variogram estimators when sampling
spatial lattice data in a ‘fixed-domain infilling’ structure (cf. [4]), which can be treated
with our approximation results though the sampling framework is different.
4.1 Spatial subsampling variance estimators
Subsampling, as outlined by [24], is a general method for nonparametric estimation which
loosely involves carving ‘mini’ data-sets (called subsamples) out of a larger available set
of data. Subsamples provide several replications of the original data, though on a smaller
scale, which can be combined for inference. Several authors have proposed subsampling
for estimating the variance of spatial statistics computed from spatial lattice data [22,25–
27]. We briefly describe a subsampling variance estimator for the spatial sample mean
(other statistics are handled similarly) and expand its large-sample bias, which can be
determined by approximating differenced lattice point counts with areas as in (3).
As in §2, let {Ys : s ∈ Z2 } denote a stationary, real-valued spatial process with mean
E(Ys ) = μ ∈ R and covariances c(k) = Cov(Ys , Ys+k ), k ∈ Z2 . Suppose the available
data {Ys : s ∈ Z2 ∩ Rn } are those observations located in a spatial sampling region
Rn = λn R0 ⊂ R2 , defined by a template R0 ⊂ R2 and a sequence {λn } of scaling factors
with λn → ∞ as n → ∞. More observations become available as n → ∞ and the region
Rn grows in size. If Ȳn = s∈Z2 ∩Rn Ys /Nn denotes the sample mean of observations in
Rn , where Nn = #Z2 ∩ Rn is the sample size, then subsampling allows nonparametric
estimation of the variance σn2 ≡ Nn Var(Ȳn ) = Nn E(Ȳn − μ)2 , as described next.
Let D ⊂ R2 be a convex template and define a ‘subregion’ Db = bD with a sequence
3/2
of scaling factors b ≡ bn > 0 such that bn → ∞, bn /λn → 0 as n → ∞ (i.e., as
n → ∞, subregions are intended to grow in size but remain ‘small’ relative to the original
sampling region Rn = λn R0 ). Now create several subsample regions as translates of Db
within Rn by Di,b = Db + i, i ∈ In , where In ≡ {i ∈ Z2 : Di,b ⊂ Rn } denotes the
index set of all (overlapping) subsample regions contained completely within Rn . These
subregions Di,b , i ∈ In provide repeated copies of spatial data and, for studying the
sample mean Ȳn on Rn , we compute the sample average Ȳi,b = s∈Z2 ∩Di,b Ys /Nb of each
subsample, where Nb = #Z2 ∩ Db denotes the number of observations in a subsample.
Then, the subsampling variance estimator of σn2 ≡ Nn Var(Ȳn ) is given by

2
1 
1 
σ̂n2 (b) ≡
Nb Ȳi,b − μ̂n ,
μ̂n ≡
Ȳi,b ,
#In
#In
i∈In

i∈In

which is simply a scaled sample variance of subsample means. Note that σ̂n2 (b) depends
on the subsample scaling b and template D.
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As mentioned in §1, Nordman and Lahiri [20] provided an investigation of the largesample properties of spatial subsampling variance estimators, which partly motivated the
development of count approximations here. Specifically, under some mixing conditions
on the process, the bias of σ̂n2 (b) in large samples can be expanded as

2
E[σ̂n2 (b)] − σn2 = Nb E(Ȳb2 ) − σ∞
+ o(b−1 )
L
+ o(b−1 ),
=
b
2 ≡
where we define σ∞
k∈Z2 c(k), Ȳb ≡
s∈Z2 ∩Db (Ys − μ)/Nb and L ≡ −
k∈Z2
L(k)c(k)/|D|. While our bias derivation is compact, the second line above follows from
the first by the same arguments as in (6) for approximating lattice point counts, where
the limits L(k), k ∈ Z2 in (2) may be computed from area approximations (as in §3).
Although the main bias of the subsampling estimator is O(1/b), the proportionality constant L is heavily influenced by a combination of the underlying covariances c(k) and
the geometry of the subsample template D (i.e., impacting L(k) terms). Using this bias
expansion, the mean squared error of the subsampling estimator can also be determined
in large samples as
MSEn (b) ≡ E(σ̂n2 (b) − σn2 )2 = (E[σ̂n2 (b)] − σn2 )2 + Var(σ̂n2 (b))
 2
L
b2 |D|
≈
,
(9)
+ VD
b
|Rn |
where VD b2 |D|/|Rn | represents an expansion of the variance Var(σ̂n2 (b)) of the subsampling estimator and VD > 0 is a constant that depends on a subsample’s shape D, not size
(e.g., VD = 2/5 for any triangle D or 1 − 16/(3π 2 ) for any ellipse D in R2 ); see [20] for
more details. Minimization of (9) for b gives a form of the (large-sample) optimal subsample scaling (proportional to |Rn |1/2 ), and this theoretical scaling can be used to find
a data-driven (‘plug-in’) estimator of subsample scale b in practice (cf. [23]). In the time
series setting, similar consideration has been given to determine bias and mean squared
error expansions to derive block sizes for block resampling methods [11,16], so that the
above results are spatial analogs. Additionally, most authors [22,26,27] have traditionally
considered spatial subregions Db = bD to have the same shape as the original region
Rn = λn R0 (i.e., a template D = R0 ). Using (9) with count approximations to determine
L, we can also examine how subsampling bias and mean squared error are influenced by
different choices of the subsample shape D as well.

4.2 Variogram estimation with inﬁll sampling structure
The variogram plays a key role in describing spatial dependence in geostatistical analyses [4]. Fuentes [8] examined a variogram estimator for spatial lattice data collected from
a Gaussian process, where the main goal was to determine the variance of this estimator
(when evaluated at shrinking spatial lags) under an infill sampling design. Fuentes considered a rectangular sampling region and established an order for the estimator’s variance to
verify consistency properties. Using counting approximations here, we consider the same
essential problem but provide a very explicit expression for the variogram estimator’s
variance while treating sampling regions which need not be rectangular.
To outline a sampling and estimation framework analogous to [8], suppose that R0 ⊂
R2 is a fixed, convex sampling region (not necessarily rectangular) and that {Ys : s ∈
R2 } denotes a stationary, Gaussian process with variogram γ (h) ≡ Var(Ys − Ys+h ) =
E(Ys − Ys+h )2 , h ∈ R2 ; it is assumed that γ : R2 → [0, ∞) has continuous and bounded
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third-order partial derivatives. For a positive real sequence {ηn } such that ηn → 0 as
n → ∞, assume that a corresponding sequence of data {Ys : s ∈ ηn Z2 ∩ R0 } are available,
sampled at positions in R0 on the scaled integer grid ηn Z2 . That is, as n → ∞, the
process is observed at an increasing finer scale within the region R0 , which describes a
fixed-domain infill sampling structure. Similar to [8], we consider the sample variogram
for estimating the process variogram γ (vn ) at a shrinking lag vn = βn ηn v0 , defined with
an arbitrary, but fixed, v0 ∈ Z2 and positive integer sequence {βn } where ηn βn → 0.
Expressed in terms of Z n,s ≡ Ys − Ys+vn , s ∈ R2 , Matheron’s sample variogram [19] is
1  2
Z n,s ,
γ̂n (vn ) =
#Jn
s∈Jn

where Jn ≡ {s ∈ ηn Z2 ∩ R0 : s + vn ∈ ηn Z2 ∩ R0 } denotes the index set of all
available observations Z n,s from sampling sites ηn Z2 in R0 . This estimator is the unbiased
E[γ̂n (vn )] = γ̂n (vn ) and will be mean-squared error consistent if its variance decays to
zero as n → ∞.
To expand the variance of γ̂n (vn ), let kn = ηn k and define counts Nn (k) ≡ #{s ∈
Jn : s + kn ∈ Jn } for k ∈ Z2 ; note Nn (0) = #Jn for the zero vector 0 ∈ Z2 .
Then, by stationarity, we have βn−4 [Nn (0)]2 Var(γ̂n (vn )) = βn−4 k∈Z2 Nn (k)cn (k) with
2 , Z 2 ), k ∈ Z2 . Since {Y : s ∈ R2 } is Gaussian, it holds that
cn (k) ≡ Cov(Z n,0
s
n,kn
cn (k) = 2[Cov(Z n,0 , Z n,kn )]2 , where Cov(Z n,0 , Z n,kn ) = [γ (kn + vn ) − γ (kn ) +
γ (kn − vn ) − γ (kn )]/2, and the smoothness properties of the variogram then imply
|cn (k) − 2−1 [vn (kn )vn ]2 | ≤ C vn 5 for a constant C > 0 (not depending on n or
k ∈ Z2 ), where (s) denotes the 2 × 2 matrix of second-order partial derivatives of γ (·)
at s ∈ R2 . Recalling vn = βn ηn v0 , we may then write

βn−4 [Nn (0)]2 Var(γ̂n (vn )) = 2−1 ηn4
Nn (k)[v0 (kn )v0 ]2 + O(βn ηn ),
k∈Z2

(10)
Z2

with the order of the remainder found from Nn (k), #{k ∈
: Nn (k) > 0} ≤ Nn (0) and
(as shown below) Nn (0) = O(ηn−2 ).
We now need to handle lattice point counts Nn (k) in (10), which can be re-written as
Nn (k) = #Z2 ∩ Db ∩ (Db + k),

k ∈ Z2 ,

to fit into the approximation framework of §§1–3, involving an increasing domain Db =
bD with template D = R0 ∩ (R0 − vn ) and scaling factors b ≡ bn = ηn−1 → ∞ as
n → ∞. (This template D is technically not ‘fixed’ but the count approximations of
Theorem 3.1 may still be verified; intuitively, since vn → 0, the template D is asymptotically equivalent to R0 .) When Nn (k) > 0 in (10), write Nn (k) = Nn (0)−[Nn (0)− Nn (k)]
and approximate/replace the count difference Nn (0) − Nn (k) with corresponding areas
An (k) ≡ |Db | − |Db ∩ (Db + k)|, so that (10) becomes
βn−4 [Nn (0)]2 Var(γ̂n (vn ))

= 2−1 ηn2
ηn2 [Nn (0) − An (k)][v0 (kn )v0 ]2 + E n + O(βn ηn )
k∈Z2 ,Nn (k)>0

= 2−1

(11)


R2

f n (s)ds + O(ηn ) + O(βn ηn );

(12)
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in (11), E n denotes the error introduced from applying area approximations in (10), which
Theorem 3.1 bounds as

ηn2 k [v0 (kn )v0 ]2 = O(ηn )
|E n | ≤ Cηn2
k∈Z2 ,Nn (k)>0

using that #{k ∈ Z2 : Nn (k) > 0} = O(ηn−2 ), that v0 (·)v0 is bounded, and that
max{ηn k : k ∈ Z2 , Nn (k) > 0} ≤ sup{ x − y : x, y ∈ R0 } < ∞. Equation (12) then
re-writes the sum in (11) as an integral (with respect to the R2 -Lebesgue measure) of a
step-function
 2
η (Nn (0)− An (ηn−1 s))[v0 (ηn ηn−1 s)v0 ]2 , if Nn (ηn−1 s) > 0,
f n (s) ≡ n
0,
otherwise,
s = (s1 , s2 ) ∈ R2 with ηn−1 s ≡ (ηn−1 s1 , ηn−1 s2 ) using the floor function ·.
Because |R0 |/|D| → 1 and Nn (0)/|Db | = Nn (0)/[ηn−2 |D|] → 1 as n → ∞ (by
convexity as in §2) and ηn2 An (ηn−1 s) = |D| − |D ∩ (D + ηn ηn−1 s)|, we have that
the step-function converges pointwise (almost everywhere) as limn→∞ f n (s) = |R0 ∩
(R0 + s)|[v0 (s)v0 ]2 , s ∈ R2 , and so the DCT applied to (12) gives

−4
2
−1
lim βn [Nn (0)] Var(γ̂n (vn )) = 2
|R0 ∩ (R0 + s)|[v0 (s)v0 ]2 ds.
n→∞

R2

Beyond an order βn4 [Nn (0)]−2 = O((βn ηn )4 ) = O( vn 4 ) for Var(γ̂n (vn )), driven by
the lag vn , this result shows how the geometry of the sampling region R0 ⊂ R2 asymptotically influences the sample variogram’s variance. Note that, under the infill sampling
design, the derivation above did not require limits of ‘scaled’ differenced lattice point
counts as in (2) (i.e., scaled by b−1 ), but area-for-count approximations facilitated the
arguments.

5. Concluding remarks and extensions
We have motivated how bias expansions for certain statistics, related to covariance estimators with spatial lattice data in R2 , require approximating a difference between two lattice
point counts. This counting problem differs from the usual ‘O-problem’ considered in
number theory. For all convex regions in R2 , approximation results here show that differenced areas can adequately approximate differenced lattice point counts, in the sense of
(3), for purposes of explicitly computing limiting bias and other expectation expressions.
While spatial data collected in the plane are most common, sampling in higher spatial
dimensions Rd , d ≥ 3, leads to analogous problems with bias expansions. In this case, we
consider a spatial region Db = bD defined by inflating a given template D ⊂ Rd . Sample
covariances of §2, for example, can be generalized to any sampling dimension d ≥ 1 as
ĉ(k) = Nb−1 s∈Zd ∩Db ∩(Db −k) Ys Ys+k with Nb = #Zd ∩ Db and k = (k1 , . . . , kd ) and
the bias expansion in (4), (5) also generalizes naturally as
c(k)
[#Zd ∩ Db − #Zd ∩ Db ∩ (Db + k)]
Nb
c(k)L(k) 1
= −
+ o(b−1 ),
|D| b

E[ĉ(k)] − c(k) = −
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assuming Nb /|Db | = Nb /[bd |D|] → 1 as b → ∞. We define the extension of (2) to be
1
L(k) = lim d−1 {#Zd ∩ Db − #Zd ∩ Db ∩ (Db + k)}, k ∈ Zd ,
b→∞ b
where O(bd−1 ) is the typical order of Db ’s surface area in Rd . The problem in Rd identifies conditions under which the counts #Zd ∩ Db − #Zd ∩ Db ∩ (Db + k) can be approximated by the areas |Db | − |Db ∩ (Db + k)| with an order o(bd−1 ) error (as opposed to
o(b) in (3) when d = 2). More work is required to characterize the sampling regions,
whether convex or not, for which this approximation approach is valid.

6. Proofs
Let PQ and PQ denote open and closed line segments between points P and Q ∈ R2 ;
Ln(PQ) denotes the infinite line through P, Q; and Ry(PQ) denotes the open ray from
P (not included) through Q. Fix k ∈ Z2 in the following. If k has gradient k1 /k
2 = a/q

(a, q are integers, q ≥ 1) with gcd(a, q) = 1, then k = (a, q) and k =  a 2 + q 2
for some positive integer . There also exist integers i a , i q , where ai a − qi q = 1, whereby
the Z2 -integers may be written as
Z2 = {m(i a , i q ) + −1 nk : n, m ∈ Z}.

(13)

Any line in R2 parallel to k may be expressed as lc ≡ {x ∈ R2 : x, (a, −q)  = c} for
some c ∈ R, using the vector inner
product ·, ·, and the perpendicular distance between
two lines lc1 and lc2 is |c1 − c2 |/ a 2 + q 2 for c1 , c2 ∈ R (p. 99 of [14]). In the following, define the (signed) discrepancy between the area and lattice point count of a subset
S ⊂ R2 as (S) = #Z2 ∩ S − |S|.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For a fixed k ∈ Z2 , the points of the region Db , not in Db + k,
form the set Db \(Db + k). The signed error in (Db , k) in Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to
(Db \(Db + k)), which we seek to bound. For some  ∈ (0, 1) and x ∈ D, a closed ball
of radius  around x (including x ± k/ k ) is interior to D. Assume that α < 1 holds
for α ≡ k /(2b), implying that Db ∩ (Db + k) is nonempty. The case α ≥ 1 will be
treated lastly.
Consider intersections of the closed, convex set Db = bD by parallel lines lc to k.
Over some interval c ∈ [c1 , c2 ], the intersections of lines lc with Db are non-empty and
each intersection yields a closed line segment of length, say, len(c). By the convexity of
Db , len : [c1 , c2 ] → [0, ∞) will be a continuous, concave function with a maximum
Mb > 0. Also, there will be a subinterval [m 1 , m 2 ] ⊆ [c1 , c2 ], for which len(c) = Mb ,
c ∈ [m 1 , m 2 ] holds and, by convexity, len(c) must be strictly increasing on [c1 , m 1 ] if
c1 < m 1 and strictly decreasing on [m 2 , c2 ] if m 2 < c2 (i.e, Db would not be convex if
len(·) had two local maxima). There are two possible cases:
Case 1. len(c1 ) = len(c2 ) = 0 so that the first and the last k-parallel lines intersect Db at
single points as in figure 3(a).
Case 2. len(c1 ) + len(c2 ) > 0 (i.e., either the first or the last line intersection with Db
produces a closed line segment of non-zero length), as in figure 3(b).
We consider Case 1 first. Because Mb > k holds when α < 1, there are two unique
intersections of Db having length k , say PQ and P Q  , where P = Q + k, Q  = P  + k.
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In addition, ∂ Db ∩ (∂ Db + k) has exactly two elements by the convexity of Db , corresponding to the endpoints Q, Q  . The boundary B of the set Db \(Db + k) consists of four
parts: B1 , the boundary of Db from Q to P; B2 , the boundary of Db from P to P  ; B3 ,
the boundary of Db from P  to Q  ; and B4 , the boundary of Db + k from Q  to Q, which
is congruent to B2 but described in the opposite direction; see figure 3(a).
We divide the set Db \(Db + k) correspondingly into three regions: U1 , U2 and U3 . U1
is bounded by the line PQ and the part B1 of B. U1 includes all points on PQ and also
the point P. U2 is bounded by the lines PQ and P Q  and the parts B2 and B4 of B. All
points of the line PQ are excluded from U2 , while U2 includes all points on the line P Q 
as well as the point P  . U3 is bounded by the line P Q  and the part B3 of B. All points of
3 U . For
P Q  are excluded from U3 . Points Q, Q  do not belong to Db \(Db + k) = ∪i=1
i
each of these three parts we wish to find the (signed) discrepancy:
(Db \(Db + k)) = (U1 ) + (U2 ) + (U3 ).
The discrepancy (U2 ) of U2 is the same as the discrepancy of the parallelogram U4 ,
PP Q Q, with the convention that P  and all points of PP  and P Q  are included in U4 ,
while all points of Q Q and PQ as well as points P, Q  , Q are
 excluded from U4 . Note
that if the perpendicular distance between PQ and P Q  is w/ a 2 + q 2 for some integer
w, then the parallelogram U4 (PP Q Q) has area w and, by (13), it contains exactly w
integer points, in which case (U2 ) = (U4 ) =0. If w is not an integer, then we expand
, using the ceiling function ·.
U4 to a larger parallelogram U5 of width w/ a 2 + q 2
Then, the change in area from U4 to U5 is at most k / a 2 + q 2 =  and if there are
extra lattice points in U5 , then they lie on a single line parallel to k and there are  of them
by (13). Since (U5 ) = 0, we have |(U2 )| = |(U4 )| ≤ 2 + |(U5 )| = 2.
For (U1 ), a counting squares argument (Lemma 2.1.1 of [13]) shows that its contribution can be estimated trivially by the U1 -perimeter length: |(U1 )| ≤ 4[ k +
length B1 ] + 8. To bound the length of B1 , let A represent the point formed by the
intersection of the first lc1 or last lc2 line with the boundary B1 of U1 ; see figure 3a.
By convexity, the length of B1 must be less than the length k of PQ added to twice
the perpendicular distance from A to PQ. Since α = k /(2b) < 1 holds, the points
Q 1 = A(1 − α) + α(bx + bk/ k ) and P1 = A(1 − α) + α(bx − bk/ k )
must be interior to Db as well as the k-parallel segment P1 Q 1 by convexity. The kparallel line passing through P1 and Q 1 has an intersection with Db of length exceeding

traslation
integer k

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Two examples of planar regions Db = bD and their resulting translations
by an integer vector k ∈ Z2 .
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length P1 Q 1 = k ; hence, this line cannot pass between A and PQ since lengths of line
intersections with Db increase from 0 to k between A and PQ. That is, the perpendicular distance from A to PQ is lessthan the perpendicular distance |d| from A to P1 Q 1 ,
where d = αA − bx, (a, −q) / a 2 + q 2 = b−1 A − x, (a, −q) /(2) for bounded
points b−1 A, x ∈ D. Finally, |(U1 )| ≤ 8[ k + |d|] + 8 ≤ C k for some C > 0 (not
depending on k ∈ Z2 or b); a similar argument holds for U3 . This establishes Case 1.
In Case 2, the first or the last intersection of bD by a k-parallel line (lc1 or lc2 ) is a closed
line segment with length, say, len(c1 ) > 0. In this case, the same essential arguments in
Case 1 apply (e.g., handling U4 ) except that, when len(c1 ) > k , the boundaries B1 or
B3 from Case 1 may collapse to closed segments PQ or P Q  of length k ; see figure 3b.
If this happens, at most  integers lie on PQ (or P Q  ) by (13) and the same bound on the
discrepancy (Db \(Db + k)) from Case 1 applies.
Finally, if α ≡ k /(2b) ≥ 1, a counting squares argument (Lemma 2.1.1 of [13])
shows that (Db \ (Db + k)) is bounded by 4[perimeter length of Db ] + 8. Since D is
convex, the perimeter length of Db is bounded by C1 b for some C1 > 1. It then follows

that (Db \(Db + k)) ≤ C k for C = 10 −1 C1 independent of b and k ∈ Z2 .
Proof of Theorem 3.2. For each j = 1, 2, 3, let  j (b, k) = bS j \(bS j + k) and define sets
˜ j (b, k) = b(S3− j \ S j ) ∩ (b(S j \ S3− j ) + k) for j = 1, 2. With algebra,

f (Db \(Db + k)) =

2




˜ j (b, k)) − f (3 (b, k))
f ( j (b, k)) − f (

j=1

holds where the set operation f (·) may denote either area |·|, lattice point count #Z2 ∩(·),
or discrepancy (·). Because |( j (b, k))| ≤ C k holds by Theorem 3.1 for j =
˜ j (b, k))| ≤ C k 2 for j = 1, 2 for some C > 0 (not
1, 2, 3, it suffices to show that | f (
depending on k or b), which bounds the area (or count) of those points (or integer points)
˜ 1 (b, k)
in b(S1 \S2 ) which may move into b(S2 \S1 ) upon translation by k. We focus on 
˜ 2 (b, k).
as similar arguments apply to 
Since S3 = S1 ∩ S2 has a non-empty interior, the intersection of the boundary curves
is ∂bS1 ∩ ∂bS2 = {P1 , . . . , Pm } for some m ≥ 2 (i.e., m cannot be 1). Assume first that
m = 2. For some x ∈ S3 , suppose a closed ball radius  ∈ (0, 1) lies inside S3 and that
k /(2b) < 1, implying bS3 ∩ (bS3 + k) is nonempty. (As in the proof of Theorem 3.1,
we can trivially bound (Db \(Db + k)) with C k by counting squares argument when
k /(2b) ≥ 1.) The intersection of the line Ln(P1 P2 ) with Db is P1 P2 where the open
segment P1 P2 is interior to bS3 since the ray from any interior point of convex body
intersects the boundary exactly once [14]. Hence, b(S1 \S2 ) and b(S2 \S1 ) must lie on
opposite open half-spaces defined by Ln(P1 P2 ); see figure 4.
˜ 1 (b, k)) = 0 as the set bS1\bS2 , upon translaIf Ln(P1 P2 ) is parallel to k, then f (
tion by k, slides parallel to bS2 \bS1 on the complementary half-spaces of Ln(P1 P2 ). If
Ln(P1 P2 ) is not parallel to k, we take the points x ± k/ k interior to S3 by construction and scale these by b to obtain Q, Q  ∈ bS3 , where the segment Q Q  is interior to
bS3 and parallel to k. By taking the ray from any point on Q Q  to P1 , a V -shaped cone is
formed with vertex P1 , where all points of the cone (except P1 ) belong to the complement
Dbc of Db and all points of the closed triangle Q Q  P1 (except P1 ) belong to the interior
of bS3 as in figure 4; analogous constructions with rays hold with respect to P2 . There
exist two points A1 , B1 ∈ Ry(Q  P1 ) such that A1 = A1 − k, B1 = B1 + k ∈ Ry(Q P1 )
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Figure 4. An example of a non-convex (untranslated) region Db = bD = bS1 ∪ bS2
formed by a union of two rectangles with a rectangular intersection bS3 . An integer
vector k ∈ Z2 for translation of Db is also indicated.

and A1 A1 belongs to the triangle Q Q  P1 while B1 B1 belongs to the V -shaped cone in
Dbc with vertex P1 ; see figure 4. Analogous points A2 , A2 and B2 , B2 exist using rays
through P2 . For a point of bS1\ bS2 to move into bS2 \ bS1 upon translation by k, the
point must slide through both rays Ry(Q Pi ) and Ry(Q  Pi ) along a k-parallel line lying
between Ln(Ai Ai ) and Ln(Bi Bi ) for some i = 1, 2; no k-translated point of bS1 \ bS2
may move to bS2 \ bS1 through the strip of bS3 between Ln(A1 A1 ) and Ln(A2 A2 ) as
the closed parallelogram A1 A1 A2 A2 is interior to bS3 with sides Ai Ai , i = 1, 2 of length
k , as Ai = Ai + k. The perpendicular distance between Ai Ai and Bi Bi is bounded by
C k , i = 1, 2 (cf. distance |d| from the proof of Theorem 3.1) and multiplying this by
˜ 1 (b, k))| ≤ C k 2 , using (13) for counts.
k gives | f (
If m > 2, then we may assume that the points P1 , P2 , . . . , Pm fall consecutively in
a direction along the curve ∂bS3 so that the closure/interior of the polygon P1 P2 · · · Pm
˜ 1 (b, k), then x and x − k must lie in
belongs to the closure/interior of bS3 . If x ∈ 
complementary half-spaces defined by a line between some consecutive vertices Pi , Pi+1 .
˜ 1 (b, k))| ≤ C k 2 as above.
Similar arguments may be applied to show | f (
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